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The Bible says that “In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth.” (Genesis
1:1). Yet there are people called atheists who do
not believe in God. They have invented many
ideas to explain where the Universe came from
without God.
One of the ideas being taught today is
that in the beginning was “nothing” and it
exploded, making everything. But is that good
science? Can nothing create everything? No;
nothing can create nothing – nothing can do
nothing – from nothing, nothing comes.1, 2 No
one has ever seen nothing making anything.
It has never been observed (seen) - it is just a
crazy idea.
Another idea teaches that about 15 billion
years ago there was nothing out there except a
small amount of mass, or “stuff.”Some people
believe that this stuff was no bigger than your
thumbnail. Others believe it could have been
even smaller than that - the size of
a pinhead, but some evolutionary
textbooks teach that it was about the
size of an egg. That is where we get
the term “cosmic egg” or “ylem.”3
Now we must ask a question,

“Where did this stuff or cosmic
egg come from?” Evolution has no
answer. Was this cosmic egg laid by
a cosmic chicken? If so, then we still
have the same problem: “Where did
the chicken come from?” Evolution
teaches that this stuff must have
just always been there. This cosmic
egg was eternal matter.
Then, the idea is that something
happened to this cosmic egg.
Maybe it exploded or blew up.
This is where the Big Bang
Theory comes from. What we must
remember is that no one has ever
observed (seen) a Big Bang. It is just
a mathematical formula. From that
mathematical formula came the idea
that this explosion made hydrogen
gas, and that this gas went screaming
out into space. At the same time,
however, some type of gravity force
began to pull this gas together to form
solids (like rocks and dirt). According
to the Big Bang all the planets, the
Earth, the Sun and all the stars were
created in this way.
There are many problems with
this Big Bang idea. First, if this cosmic
egg was as small as believed, then
the mass would have been squeezed
together so tight that it would have
had to have enormous weight,
density, and gravity. If an explosion
had happened, the tremendous gravity would
not have allowed anything to go outward
(explode). The gravity would have
pulled everything in (implode) and
never allowed any particles (stuff)
to escape into space.
Second, the very nature of
gases and how they act goes

against the idea of the Big Bang.
As cold gasses begin to come
together, the small gas particles
begin to bump into each other. The
closer they get to each other the
faster they bump into one another,
producing friction. To understand
a little about friction, try this: put
your hands together and rub them
against each other. You are making
friction. What else are you making?
You are making heat. When gases
are pushed together they produce
friction, which creates heat. When
gas particles heat up, they build
up pressure and begin to expand
(dissipate). Gas pressures are more
powerful than gravity. So stars
could not have been formed by a
gas cloud because instead of the gas
cloud getting smaller and smaller, it
would get bigger and bigger.4
The Laws of Science show
us that the idea of a Big Bang is
impossible. Someone had to create
the Universe. It cannot be the result
of a big explosion. According to the
first verse of the Bible (Genesis 1:1)
God created the Universe.
*(From Discover Creation Children’s
Adventure, Copyright © 1995 – 2017, Alpha
Omega Institute, updated for article 2016)
1
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HrNclw25jCc Spike Psarris: Debunking
the Big Bang – YouTube
2
For more information on Astronomy: a 3 DVD series by Spike
Psarris,”What You Aren’t Being Told About Astronomy”, available
at http://www.discovercreation.org/shop/product-category/
multimedia/page/4/
3
http://apologeticspress.org/DiscoveryPubPageaspx?pub=2&issue=
1095 “Boom Goes the Big Bang”, Jeff Miller, Discovery Scripture &
Science for Kids, September 2012, Volume 23:09
4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrNclw25jCc Spike Psarris:
Debunking the Big Bang – YouTube
**
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Find the Biblical answer to who
made everything by using the
KEY below to solve the secret
code hidden in puzzle on left.
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